
From: mary wright  
Sent: 15 November 2017 14:42 
To: Licensing Enquiries <Licensing.Enquiries@westlancs.gov.uk> 
Subject: 19-21 AUGHTON STREET - LICENSE APPLICATION 

 
   
Dear Sirs, at present this property  known as the 'Post Office ' is empty and only recently been sold at 
Auction. No planning applications  have been put in , so it is very difficult to know what the owners 
intend to do with this property apart from applying for an alcohol License for the ground floor for an 
'alleged ' restaurant. therefore we wish to object on the assumption they wish to put in residents on 
the upper floors. if this is the case we wish to object on the same grounds as 23 Church Street 
application.  
 
 
, We would like to object to the Premises Licence for19 - 21Aughton Street  for the following reason: 
 
1. Prevention of  Public Nuisance. 
 
The application states recorded music until 2am in the morning , this will disturb not only residents in 
the flats above but also in the local vicinity. 
 
Who would go to a restaurant after 11pm at night? So why do they need a License until 2am in the 
morning ? 
 
The  Applicant is wanting seating outside both day and night , surely at night this again will disturb 
residents at night.  
 
They wish to supply alcohol until 2am in the morning ( both inside and on their outside seating area ) 
.  This is allegedly a restaurant, so why do they need to sell alcohol until this time ? If this very late 
license is required it is a different type of Licence and not for a restaurant. 
 
Application states there will be minimal movement of bins after 11pm, there should be no movement 
of bins at this late time , and will only disturb residents in the locality. 
 
Furthermore we have enough bars/restaurants in Ormskirk , it is retail shops we need.  
 
If you do decide to grant this License , we do request it should only be until 11.30pm when a 
restaurant would close.  
 
Regards, 
 
Mary Wright 
 
Chair - New Way Tenants Residents Association .licensing 
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